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Verulamium : Insulae XII and XIII 
A N O T E ON E X C A V A T I O N S DURING 1 9 3 4 AND 1 9 3 5 . * 

B Y A . W . G . L O W T H E R , F . S . A . , A . R . I . B . A . 

THE demolition of the outbuildings of St. 
Germains Farm, preparatory to the erection of 
a museum and subsidiary building on the land 

which they occupied, necessitated the investigation of 
this area before any building work commenced. 

The work of excavation was undertaken by the 
Corporation of St. Albans, and Mr. Negus, Surveyor 
to the Corporation, is greatly to be thanked for granting 
every facility and so enabling this work to be performed. 
The site, which extends from the east corner of St. 
Michael's Churchyard, in a south-eastward direction, 
was formerly occupied by barns and cowsheds. Of 
these buildings, one barn was still standing when 
excavations were carried out; but, as about half of it 
was found to be on Watling Street, it was possible to 
complete the work in spite of its existence. [Fortunately 
the doors of the barn were found to be so placed that it 
was possible to take a " sighting " along the entire 
frontage of the building which it partly covers.] 

The remainder of the ground was littered with struc-
tural and farm debris, and, in many places, was found 
to have been disturbed to a considerable depth in 
mediaeval times and during the occupation of the farm. 
Modern foundations, concrete floors and drains ham-
pered the work somewhat, and added to its difficulties. 
In spite of these obstacles, the work proved that the site 
was an important one, and that it contained a key point 
in the plan of the second-century town, viz., the inter-
section of Watling Street with the main East-West 
Road. 

One corner of the insula occupied by the Forum 
(insula XII) was found to be inside this area, making it 
possible to investigate a small part of the buildings 
lying on the east side of the Forum. A part of this 
insula, underlying the Vicarage garden, was investi-
gated by the late W. Page, F . S . A . , between 1898 and 
1902 (recorded in these Transactions for the years 1899-
1901). At that time, the date of the walls uncovered 

* A fu l l report on t h i s w o r k is to a p p e a r in Antiquaries Journal, but the 
m a i n resul ts are s u m m a r i s e d in this note. 
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was not determined from any of the stratified material, 
j
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nor, in fact, did the excavators do more than expose such 
walls as could be found. (Unfortunately, owing to the 
absence of any field boundaries, etc., on the plans show-
ing the walls found, their exact position is now somewhat 
uncertain.) In these circumstances, the information ob-
tained by excavating this eastern corner of insula X I I is 
of considerable importance, in that it furnished evidence 
of date that may be taken as applying to the Forum 
buildings as a whole. This, in spite of the fact that the 
area concerned was small, consisting as it did of the main 
external wall and part of three rooms. (Plan, figure 1.) 

Beneath the rooms numbered 1 and 2, a metalled 
road was found, its surface being 1ft. below the level of 
the East-West Road. Its metalling, c. 1ft. 3in. thick, 
rested directly on a natural clay-gravel subsoil. The 
foundations of the original walls of the building had 
been constructed into this road, whose surface bore a 
thin stratum of burnt material containing a few frag-
ments of late first-century pottery. There is little doubt 
that this road is part of the original Watling Street, 
which, at this point, would be outside the south entrance 
to the first-century town. It appears that this part of the 
road was diverted to allow room for the building of 
the Forum, since the east corner of this insula had to 
encroach on Watling Street if the same plan of rect-
angular insulae was to be maintained for this new south-
ward extension of the town. 

This inference should be capable of proof when the 
area to the south of this point is investigated. 

As stated, parts of three rooms were uncovered, and 
of these, Room 2 was found to have been reduced in 
size by the insertion of a secondary wall, the original wall 
between Rooms 2 and 3 being demolished. A sequence 
of superimposed floors, with intervening layers of débris 
and gravel " make-up," survived in Rooms 2 and 3. 
From the evidence of the coins and pottery obtained 
from these layers, it is clear that the original structure is 
not earlier than the period of Hadrian (117-138 A.D.) 
and that the alterations are not earlier than c. 150 A.D. 
The topmost surviving floors may be as late as 
c. 300 A.D., at which date trenches were cut along the 
side of the East-West Road, and timber pipes (or drains) 
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inserted. Late third-century pottery and a coin of 
Tetricus I, were among the material with which these 
trenches had been refilled after the insertion of the 
timbers. 

The addition of a rectangular buttress to the external 
angle, on the side towards Watling Street, was found to 
have taken place. A deep fissure, extending through 
the wall at this point, may supply the reason for this 
addition. It is also likely that the excavation of the 
pipe trench (which was carried down below the bottom 
of the wall's foundations) was the direct cause of this 
fissure appearing, and that the buttress is, therefore, 
later than 300 A.D. 

Inside all three of the rooms, the faces of the walls 
of Period 1 were found to be cracked and discoloured, by 
the action of fire, in several places. This suggests that 
the whole structure may have been destroyed by fire, and 
that it was for this reason that the buildings were recon-
structed. 

Part of a tessellated floor found beside the south wall 
of the churchyard, must belong to one of the rooms form-
ing the southern range of the Forum Buildings. It 
occurs just beside the line of the East-West Road, and its 
level equates it with the work of Period 2. The present 
excavations have shown that the whole extent of the 
south frontage of insula X I I is capable of being 
recovered by excavation, in that it lies clear of the 
churchyard and adjoining property. 

Outside the east wall, and bordering Watling Street, 
is a 10 ft. wide strip which was paved with pebble and 
mortar concrete. It had originally been continuous along 
this side of the building, but much of it was disturbed 
in post-Roman times. It was in two distinct layers, each 
about 4ins. thick and separated by a thin earthy layer, 
showing that this paving had been renewed at a date 
subsequent to its original construction. Below it was the 
metalled surface of the road that had originally 
extended to the outer face of the wall. The underlying 
road, and a coin of Commodus which was found 
beneath the lower paving, showed it to be an addition 
and not earlier than c. 190 in date. A similar, but 
narrower, paving (in this case of opus signinum) extends 
along the Watling Street frontage of insula X I I I . No 
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post-holes were found along its outer edge, such as 
would have suggested that either a timber-built colon-
nade, or merely a row of protecting posts (as were found 
surrounding the Temple in insula VII) had existed in 
connection with this paved footway. 

A single trench dug in the Theatre field, north of Blue 
House Hill, recovered the line of the north side of 
insula X I I , and showed that this insula measures 430ft. 
from North to South. 

Arising from the work of 1898-99, there is one point 
that has a bearing on the results (described in the 1934 
number of these Transactions) of the work in insula X V I 
(Temple insula). In connection with the structures on 
the west side of the Forum, the base of a brick-built 
column was found in situ (Trans., 1899-1900, p. 202 and 
fig), and the drawing of it shows that it was identical, 
in construction, with the two brick-built columns of the 
West Gateway to insula X V I (Trans., 1934, fig. 4). In 
both cases the quadrant-shaped bricks of which they are 
built, were intended for columns of a smaller diameter 
than those which they were used to form. To regulate 
this, the bricks were set with their external angles touch-
ing, but leaving a five-pointed cavity in the centre. This 
cavity was filled separately by employing roughly-
shaped fragments of brick. The columns in insula X V I 
were found to be of late fourth-century date, and make 
it appear likely that the similar column found in insula 
X I I is of the same late period. Without any record of 
stratified material for the work done in the last century, 
it is, of course, impossible to check the accuracy of this 
suggestion. 

[The diameter of the Forum column is given a.s 
2ft. 10 ins. Those of insula X V I (West Gate) were 3ft. 
in diameter.] 

The remainder of the area excavated was found to 
be occupied partly by the east wing of an L-shaped 
building, which Had been built in the angle (of 
insula X I I I ) formed by the junction of the two roads. 
Beneath this structure were the fragmentary remains of 
buildings of " wattle and daub " construction, below 
which again, were accumulated layers of rubbish which 
contained Claudian and late first-century pottery. 

The " wattle and daub " buildings were found to be 
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of early second-century date and they had clearly been 
destroyed by fire ; a thick spread of burnt debris was 
lying above them. The foundation trenches for the 
walls of the L-shaped building, itself of a late second-
century date, had been dug into this layer of burnt 
material. 

The southern end of the later building (Rooms 1-3) 
proved to have existed as a two-roomed structure, which 
was later incorporated with the larger building. These 
are shown on the plan as Period 1 and Period 2, but the 
stratified pottery (found between their respective floors) 
implied that there was only a short interval of time 
between these two periods. 

Room 1 had, in Period 1, a floor of opus signinum, 
with quarter-round mouldings against the walls. The 
latter retained some of their wall-plaster, and original 
dark-red colour decoration. 

A timber partition had separated it from Room 2, but, 
in Period 2, this had been removed and the room en-
larged, a new floor being laid at a higher level. Two 
parallel grooves, apparently to hold timbers, had been 
cut in the floor of Period 1, but their purpose is obscure, 
and they were floored over in Period 2. 

Room 2, a somewhat narrow compartment, was the 
only one to retain remains of a tesselated floor. It may 
have formed the main entrance from Watling Street to 
the corridor (6) which links this range of rooms. 

Excavations made on the east side of Watling Street 
revealed the foundations of a building in insula XVIII , 
but it was not possible to do more than recover a small 
part of its frontage. The independent, tile-built wall, 
here extending along the edge of the road, appears to 
have served as foundation for a colonnade. It is similar 
in construction to the " sleeper walls " found in 
insulae V I I and X V I . In this part of the site, post-
Roman disturbance of the ground was of considerable 
depth, and no stratified material was found from which 
to determine the date of the building. Its construction, 
which is good, implies an early date and one not later 
than the second century. 

It is understood that the Corporation of St. Albans 
intends to preserve the corner of insula X I I that has 
been uncovered 
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